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With over 20,000 installations in over 90 countries 

and a track record of performance that clearly leads 

the industry, OnGuard is the PROVEN smarter 

security solution. Today, we’re advancing our 

benchmark uni�ed experience for unsurpassed 

integrated access control and video management. 92 

of the Fortune 100 companies utilize Lenel® products, 

a testament to our robust dependability and 

continuous innovation.

In terms of OPEN architecture, Lenel pioneered 

the “open” concept for security solutions. We 

initiated the Open Access Alliance Program in 1998 

because we knew then, as we know now, that open 

systems deliver greater value. Today we continue to 

advance our capabilities to allow you to achieve 

ultimate integration �exibility in every aspect – from 

video management to con�guration from a single UI, 

operating systems to databases, hardware to IP 

networks and beyond. No one provides a truly uni�ed 

experience like Lenel.

Which gets us to the power of CHOICE  – 

delivering the versatility that only hardware and 

software independence can offer. It’s ease of 

integration with more devices, �exibility for the future, 

and scalability that grows with your needs. You 

always have more options to integrate cutting-edge, 

third party products into your OnGuard system.

OnGuard
Integrated Security Solutions
The Intelligent Choice for Today and Tomorrow
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Just as your needs are always evolving, Lenel and 

OnGuard also advance continuously, building and 

supporting the most innovative and tightly integrated 

access/video software  security solutions in the 

world, empowering our customers to better protect 

and manage their people, property and assets. And 

with customers ranging from small businesses 

monitoring four doors to global enterprise 

installations spread across several continents, we 

truly understand the value of �exible scalability.



The Original Information Management 
Solution

Today’s providers talk about how security data, once 

contextualized and analyzed, can become the information 

needed to empower better business decisions. OnGuard’s 

history of providing valuable ways to optimize your data 

continues to evolve powerfully.

• OnGuard allows you to aggregate, visualize and share 

disparate data from diverse aspects of your system 

seamlessly and coherently – no other solution provides as 

rich or detailed an environment.

• No competitive solution can deliver the breadth and depth 

of access/video integration OnGuard offers

• OnGuard now provides enhanced intrusion-based features 

including local I/O area alarm state, burglary veri�ed alarm 

support and work late support.

• With OnGuard’s truly integrated approach, you can employ 

IP video as a powerful, proactive tool to complement its 

after-the-fact and analysis advantages.

• With OnGuard, you can seamlessly synthesize data from 

access control, video and other sensors.

• OnGuard offers a single uni�ed platform, single database 

server, and single user interface.

• Know every aspect and see all the data for any event in real 

time, from alarms to video.

Best-of-Breed Integration and 
Functionality

It’s still true: no other system gives you as much power and 

�exibility to manage everything more ef�ciently than 

OnGuard, with full support and functionality for every level 

of complexity, including –

• Prior/legacy capital investments

• Acquisitions and mergers of different systems

• Contracts and standards in force

• Specialized product capabilities

• Almost any hardware or software component you wish to 

add, thanks to our extensive APIs and SDKs.

• Varying volumes of cardholders, access control readers, 

alarm inputs/outputs, client workstations, and digital video 

cameras.

Smarter, Seamless Integration for Today 
and Tomorrow

Next-generation capabilities continue to be added to 

OnGuard, delivering the power of reliability that answers 

today’s security and integrated access/video demands. And 

now, our set-up assistant quickly and automatically guides 

you through faster installations, reducing “clicks” by 60%.

OnGuard: Continuously Evolving



Ultimate Security Suite Components

The most comprehensive security integration platform 

offers applications relevant to every major industry, tools for 

integration with any critical business application, and the 

most extensive device support available anywhere. 

OnGuard is available in a variety of languages, including 

Spanish, French, Chinese, Arabic, German and Hebrew, 

among others.

OnGuard Enterprise

The industry’s leading multi-server, synchronized database 

solution, ideal for enterprises spread across multiple 

geographies.

OnGuard Access

Advanced access control application including a 

feature-rich alarm monitoring module, IP-enabled 

controllers to provide appropriate door security everywhere.

OnGuard Area Access Manager

Decentralize administration of access permissions to the 

department level and directly control cardholder access to 

speci�c physical areas.

OnGuard ID CredentialCenter

The one-stop solution for enrolling and producing ID 

credentials – from badge design to assigning physical 

access levels.

OnGuard Visitor

Dependable, cost-effective, web-enabled visitor 

management to manage and track visitors in all facilities via 

standard desktop technology.

OnGuard Integration Toolkit

Develop interfaces to any business information system and 

exchange critical data between OnGuard and external 

systems.

OnGuard Fire & Intrusion

Extend your OnGuard solution to manage events from �re 

and intrusion panels, as well as central station receivers.

It’s the expert support and services you need, delivered 

where, when and how you need them, including –

A diverse portfolio of services that enhance the planning, 

deployment and lifecycle support of your OnGuard security 

and video system. 

• Professional Engineering Services

• Custom Solutions

• Remote Managed Services

• Embedded Services

Professional instructors responsible for managing course 

development, assessments and certi�cation programs 

design to provide our VAR’s and customers with the 

knowledge and understanding of all Lenel security related 

products and hardware platforms. 

Experienced technical support staff that provides the highest 

level of product support and customer satisfaction available 

at all hours of the day. 

• Technical Support

• Software Upgrade and Support

Lenel Services 
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OnGuard VideoManager

The native video client for OnGuard, OnGuard VideoManager 

provides event-driven video viewing and integrated alarm 

management.

OnGuard IntelligentVideo

Bene�t from advanced analytics capabilities for everyday 

monitoring. Con�gure to detect incident or circumstances not 

readily obvious to the untrained eye. Available free-of-charge for 

recorded video or licensed for live video.



Lenel provides customers an unsurpassed range of 

integrated access and video security options. Choose from 

three fully-featured video management software solutions, 

all integrated with OnGuard. Prism™, OnGuard 

VideoManager and SkyPoint offer a variety of options from 

standalone video surveillance to multi-site, integrated 

command-and-control with advanced analytics capabilities.  

These offerings meet the needs of the widest range of 

customers. The Lenel NVR recording platform is the 

foundation of the OnGuard and Prism video solutions that 

allows migration continuity as customer's needs evolve.

The SkyPoint IP-video and security platform delivers video 

management for streaming, recording and management of 

an unlimited number of cameras at multiple sites. The latest 

version adds alerts and video analysis capabilities formerly 

available only on full, enterprise-scale solutions.

The native video client for OnGuard, OnGuard 

VideoManager provides event-driven video viewing and 

integrated alarm management.

Bene�t from advanced analytics capabilities for everyday 

monitoring. Con�gure to detect incident or circumstances 

not readily obvious to the untrained eye. Available 

free-of-charge for recorded video or licensed for live video.

More Choices For Seamless, 
Integrated Video

IntelligentVideo

VideoManager
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Lenel’s Prism is an open IP video management solution based 

on an advanced, intuitive and operator-friendly user interface. 

Built using the latest IT and video surveillance industry 

standards, Prism integrates seamlessly with OnGuard delivering 

a single point-of-device con�guration, video push from 

OnGuard to Prism and Prism video callup on Alarm. Prism 

provides a feature-rich set of tools that maximize the use of the 

video workspace, enabling users to ef�ciently manage 

surveillance with a range of user actions (real-time, forensic, 

and event-driven) and improving the timeliness and accuracy of 

operator response. Bene�ts include fast, high-quality user 

decisions, reduced training costs, more ef�cient use of 

personnel and more. 

• Single point-of-device con�guration, event/alarm monitoring 

and system administration

• Uni�ed live and recorded video viewing

• Event-driven monitoring

• Multiple investigation tools

• Work�ow/case management tool

Lenel NVR is a common recording platform that underpins 

both Prism and OnGuard VideoManager. Key features 

include fast video retrieval response times, enhanced H.264 

and HD support, adoption of industry-standard RTP/RTSP, 

the ability to run in virtual environments and support of 

hundreds of 3rd party camera models.
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